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Abstract
Numerical integration errors and volumetric locking in the near-incompressible
limit are two outstanding issues in Galerkin-based meshfree computations. In
this paper, we present a modified Gaussian integration scheme on background
cells for meshfree methods that alleviates errors in numerical integration and
ensures patch test satisfaction to machine precision. Secondly, a lockingfree small-strain elasticity formulation for meshfree methods is proposed,
which draws on developments in assumed strain methods and nodal integration techniques. In this study, maximum-entropy basis functions are used;
however, the generality of our approach permits the use of any meshfree approximation. Various benchmark problems in two-dimensional compressible
and near-incompressible small strain elasticity are presented to demonstrate
the accuracy and optimal convergence in the energy norm of the maximumentropy meshfree formulation.
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1. Introduction
It is well-known that standard displacement-based Galerkin formulations
exhibit severe stiffening when modeling near-incompressible materials. In
elasticity theory, this occurs when the Poisson’s ratio ν approaches 1/2, and
is referred to as volumetric locking. In finite elements, some of the approaches
to alleviate locking are: reduced/selective integration [1], B-bar technique [2],
mixed formulations [3], and assumed strain methods [4]. Displacement-based
Galerkin meshfree methods [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] that are based on
moving least squares approximants, natural neighbor interpolants, or entropy
approximants are also prone to locking. Huerta and Fernández-Méndez [14]
have conducted an indepth study of volumetric locking in the element-free
Galerkin (EFG) method. Various remedies have been pursued in the literature to overcome this deficiency—for instance, Dolbow and Belytschko [15]
employed reduced integration techniques within a mixed formulation of the
EFG method; González et al. [16] enriched the displacement approximation in a mixed natural element formulation; Vidal et al. [17] used pseudodivergence-free approximants in the EFG to satisfy the incompressibility condition; and the B-bar and enhanced strain methods were introduced in the
EFG by Recio et al. [18]. In an effort to depart from background cell integration, stabilized nodal integration [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and stress-point
integration schemes [24, 25, 26] have also been proposed to overcome numerical integration errors and facilitate large deformation simulations with
meshfree methods. These approaches attempt to mimic reduced integration
procedures, and have had success in suppressing volumetric locking.
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Traditionally, numerical integration of the weak form in meshfree methods is carried out using background cells—triangular or quadrilateral elements are typically adopted in two dimensions [6]. Meshfree basis functions
are non-polynomial and in addition the support of the basis functions no
longer coincides with the union of the background cells that are used in the
numerical integration. This leads to inaccuracies in the numerical integration
of weak form integrals, and patch test is not passed to machine precision.
In the EFG method, Belytschko et al. [6] used higher-order Gauss quadrature in each background cell, and in a subsequent study by Dolbow and
Belytschko [27], integration cells that were aligned with the support of the
nodal basis functions were used. Griebel and Schweitzer [28] developed a
partition of unity meshfree method by formulating a hierarchical algorithm
to construct a nodal cover by partitioning the domain into overlapping hyperrectangular patches using d-dimensional trees. Due to the overlapping nodal
patches, a decomposition of the patches into disjoint cells was performed,
and these cells were used as the integration domains. A sparse grid quadrature rule based on univariate Gauss-Patterson rules was employed [29]. As
a departure from covers that are rectangular, Riker and Holzer [30] recently
proposed a partition-of-unity method in which the nodal cover is a combination of simplexes and polygons.
Atluri et al. [31] proposed a methodology to integrate the weak form in
the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin method without the need for background
cells by using the support of the basis functions as the domain of integration. This approach was adopted and improved upon in the work of De and
Bathe [32]. Similar ideas have also been pursued in Refs. [33, 34, 35, 36].
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With the aim of using anisotropic weight functions with reduced support
sizes, Balachandran et al. [37] developed a methodology that automatically
confines the basis functions to natural neighbor polygonal regions by means
of the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping. The resulting basis functions are used
within a MLS-based meshfree method. Liu and Tu [38] developed an adaptive procedure within individual background cells for meshfree methods. One
of the first theoretical studies on the influence of numerical quadrature errors
in meshfree methods was recently put forth by Babuška et al. [39]. Schembri et al. [40] compare the performance of different meshfree approximation
schemes in three-dimensional computations.
In the past few years, there has been renewed efforts to remedy the poor
performance of low-order triangular and tetrahedral finite elements in the
near-incompressible regime [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. These approaches
are broadly based on the idea of reducing the number of incompressibility
constraints by defining nodal-averaged pressures or strains. In Ref. [48],
a special form of a nodal strain matrix was computed from the elements
attached to the node, and it led to a locking-free displacement-based formulation. Although these nodal methods tend not to lock, several authors have
reported pressure oscillations for highly constrained problems [45, 46].
In this paper, we present new techniques for meshfree methods that provide patch test accuracy in cell-based numerical integration, and a remedy
for volumetric locking in the incompressible limit. Our approach for the latter uses the notion of nodal-averaged pressure and leads to a displacementformulation as in Krysl and Zhu [48]; however, we differ in that the starting
point of our method is the displacement/pressure mixed formulation, and
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numerical integration is tailored for meshfree basis functions using Gauss
quadrature. Since numerical errors are prevalent when standard tensorproduct Gauss quadrature is used in meshfree methods, we appeal to assumed strain methods [49] and nodal integration techniques [20, 21, 22] to
define a modified strain tensor. Maximum-entropy basis functions [13, 50] are
used to define the modified strain matrix, and Gauss quadrature is adopted
in the numerical integration. The procedure so devised alleviates numerical
integration errors in meshfree methods using minimal number of integration
points and ensures patch test satisfaction to within machine precision.
One of the basic motivations for using meshfree basis functions is they
tend to be much more insensitive to poor discretizations and large deformation mesh distortions. Although, automatic mesh generation technology
is very mature, there are still instances, particularly in three dimensions,
where these mesh generators produce poor tesselations such that near slivers
occur. Standard Lagrange shape functions break down in these instances1 ,
but meshfree basis functions typically do not. The distortion insensitivity
of meshfree methods using integration cells also makes them more robust in
large deformations settings. Lagrange elements have a tendency to invert in
many tough problems and as such, commercial codes such as LS-DYNATM
offer a meshfree element as an alternative.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a brief
introduction to maximum-entropy basis functions is presented. In Section 3,
the new formulation for compressible and near-incompressible material be1

The element Jacobian, computed from shape function derivatives, becomes singular.
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havior is developed. In Section 4, the improved numerical integration scheme
is elaborated for two-dimensional background meshes. Numerical examples
are presented in Section 5 for benchmark problems in compressible and nearincompressible media to demonstrate the improved numerical integration and
the amelioration of volumetric locking. Finally, we close with some final remarks in Section 6.
2. Maximum-entropy basis functions
On using the Shannon entropy [51], Jaynes postulated the principle of
maximum entropy [52] as a rationale means for least-biased statistical inference when insufficient information is available. The principle of maximum
entropy is suitable to find the least-biased probability distribution when there
are fewer constraints than unknowns. In the context of meshfree approximants, the probability distribution corresponds to the basis functions {φa }na=1
associated with nodes that are located at {xa }na=1 .
The connection between maximum entropy (max-ent) basis functions
and linearly complete approximations was established by Sukumar [53]. In
Ref. [53], the principle of maximum entropy was employed to obtain linearly
complete interpolants on polygonal domains. Arroyo and Ortiz [13] realized a meshfree approximation using a modified entropy functional—with
emphasis on establishing a smooth transition between finite element and
meshfree methods. Sukumar and Wright [50] generalized the construction
of max-ent meshfree basis functions by using the relative (Shannon-Jaynes)
entropy functional with a prior [54]. On using compactly-supported prior
weight functions that are at least C 0 , compactly-supported max-ent basis
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functions are realized. In particular, when a Gaussian prior is employed
the approach of Arroyo and Ortiz [13] is recast. Maximum-entropy basis
functions are obtained from a convex optimization problem and are endowed
with the following attributes [13]: variation diminishing property; positivedefinite mass matrices and weak Kronecker-delta property on the boundary.
The last property is noteworthy since it enables the direct imposition of essential boundary conditions as in finite elements. Recall that most meshfree
methods need to resort to special techniques to enforce essential boundary
conditions (for example, see Refs. [55, 56, 57]). Recently, new applications of
max-ent meshfree basis functions have emerged: co-rotational formulation is
presented in Ref. [58] and second-order max-ent approximants are proposed
in Ref. [59].
We now follow the approach in Ref. [50] to present expressions for max-ent
basis functions and their derivatives. To this end, let the prior weight function
be denoted by wa (x). The set of max-ent basis functions {φa (x) ≥ 0}na=1 is
obtained via the solution of the following optimization problem:


n
X
φa (x)
,
max −
φa (x) ln
φ∈Rn
w
(x)
a
+
a=1

(1a)

subject to the linear reproducing conditions:
n
X

φa (x) = 1,

a=1

n
X

φa (x)x̃a = 0,

(1b)

a=1

where we have made use of shifted nodal coordinates x̃a = xa − x. Applying
the procedure of Lagrange multipliers, the following expression for max-ent
basis functions is obtained [50]:
φa (x) =

Za (x; λ)
,
Z(x; λ)

Za (x; λ) = wa (x) exp(−λ · x̃a ),
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(2)

where Z(x; λ) =

P

b

Zb (x; λ), and in two dimensions x̃a = [x̃a ỹa ]T and

λ = [λ1 λ2 ]T . In Eq. (2), the Lagrange multiplier vector λ is determined
from the dual of the optimization problem posed in Eq. (1)—λ is found
by minimizing ln Z, which gives rise to the following system of nonlinear
equations:
f (λ) = ∇λ ln Z(λ) = −

n
X

φa (x)x̃a = 0,

(3)

a

where ∇λ stands for the gradient with respect to λ. Examples of prior
weight functions include Gaussian radial basis functions [13] and quartic
polynomials [58]:
wa (x) = exp(−βa kxa − xk2 ),

 1 − 6q 2 + 8q 3 − 3q 4 ,
wa (q) =
 0,

(4a)
0≤q≤1

,

(4b)

q>1

where βa = γ/h2a ; γ is a parameter that controls the support-width of the
basis function at node a; and ha is a characteristic nodal spacing that may be
distinct for each node a. In two dimensions, we set ha as the second-nearest
nodal distance to node a. For the quartic polynomial, q = kxa − xk/ρa
and ρa = γha is the radius of the basis function support at node a. In the
optimization problem, once the converged λ is obtained, the basis functions
are computed from Eq. (2) and the gradient of the basis function is [58]:
#
"
n
X

∇wb
∇wa
−
φb
,
(5a)
∇φa = φa x̃a · H−1 − H−1 · A +
wa
wb
b=1
where
A=

n
X
b=1

φb x̃b ⊗

∇wb
wb

(5b)
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and H is the Hessian matrix
H = ∇λf = ∇λ∇λ ln Z =

n
X

φb x̃b ⊗ x̃b .

(5c)

b=1

In Fig. 1, plots of a max-ent basis function and its derivatives for a quartic prior function are illustrated. For the Gaussian prior weight function,
Eq. (5a) reduces to [13]
∇φa = φa H−1 · x̃a .

(6)

3. Governing equations and mixed formulation
3.1. Strong form
Consider a body defined by an open bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2 with boundary Γ such that Γ = Γu ∪ Γt and Γu ∩ Γt = ∅. Linear isotropic elasticity under
static loads and no body force with validity for both compressible and nearincompressible material behavior is governed by the following equations [1]:
∇ · σ = 0 in Ω,
p
∇ · u + = 0 in Ω,
λ

(7a)
(7b)

and the following essential (displacement) and natural (traction) boundary
conditions imposed on Γu and Γt , respectively:
u = ū on Γu ,
σ · n = t̄ on Γt ,
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(7c)
(7d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: Plots of quartic prior weight function and maximum-entropy basis
function and its derivatives for node a. Note that wa (xa ) = 1, but φa (xa ) 6= 1,
and hence the interior basis function φa does not satisfy the Kronecker-delta
property. (a) Quartic prior, wa ; (b) φa ; (c) ∂φa /∂x; and (d) ∂φa /∂y.
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where the Cauchy stress tensor σ is related to the small strain tensor ε and
the pressure parameter p by the following isotropic linear elastic constitutive
relation:
σ(u, p) = −pI + 2µε(u).

(7e)

In Eq. (7), λ and µ are Lamé parameters which for plane strain are defined
as
λ=

νE
,
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

µ=

E
,
2(1 + ν)

(8)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio and E is the Young’s modulus of the material.
The kinematic relation between the small strain tensor ε and the displacement vector u is:
ε=

1
[u ⊗ ∇ + ∇ ⊗ u] .
2

(9)

3.2. Weak form
Consider trial functions ui (x) ∈ H1 (Ω) and test functions δui (x) ∈ H10 (Ω)
(i = 1, 2), where H1 (Ω) is the Sobolev space of functions with squareintegrable first derivatives in Ω, and H10 (Ω) is the Sobolev space of functions with square-integrable first derivatives in Ω and vanishing values on
the essential boundary Γu . Also, the trial function for the pressure parameter p ∈ H0 (Ω) and test functions δp ∈ H0 (Ω), where H0 (Ω) ≡ L2 (Ω) is
the Sobolev space of square-integrable functions. The weak form (principle
virtual work) for the displacement/pressure mixed formulation is [1]:
Z
Z
δεij σij dΩ −
δui t̄i dΓ = 0 ∀δui ∈ H10 (Ω),
(10a)
Ω
Γt
Z

p
dΩ = 0 ∀δp ∈ H0 (Ω).
(10b)
δp εkk +
λ
Ω
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3.3. Discrete weak form
In the standard displacement/pressure mixed formulation, the discretization procedure of the weak form yields a system of linear equations where
both displacement and pressure parameter are part of the unknown vector.
Our approach is distinct: starting from the weak form given in Eq. (10), we
construct a displacement-based weak form such that the pressure approximation is obtained a posteriori from the displacement field. To this end,
let us discretize the pressure parameter p using linear finite element shape
functions over a two-dimensional mesh of triangles:
h

p (x) =

3
X

Na (x)pa ,

(11)

a=1

2

where pa are nodal pressures. The displacement is discretized using maximumentropy basis functions:
h

u (x) =

N
X

φa (x)ua ,

(12)

a=1

which yields the following expression for the volumetric strain:
N
N
h
iX
X
T
h
Ba (x)ua = m
Ba (x)ua ,
εkk (x) = 1 1 0
a=1

(13)

a=1

where ua are nodal displacement coefficients and Ba (x) is the strain matrix
for node a:



φa,x

0



Ba (x) =  0 φa,y

φa,y φa,x
2





.


(14)

Although meshfree shape functions could potentially be used here, finite element shape

functions are used for simplicity. Since no shape function derivatives of this field is required, poor tessellations or large distortions is not likely to drastically affect results.
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In order to ensure stability of the solution [1], the displacement approximation is enhanced with an extra displacement node in the interior of each
triangle. This approach is similar to the use of nodal bubble shape functions
in finite element methods [60], even though in the present case the max-ent
basis function of the interior node does not necessarily vanish on the boundary of the triangle. See Ref. [61] for a related study on meshfree methods
involving bubble functions. On substituting Eqs. (11) and (13) into Eq. (10),
and relying on the arbitrariness of nodal pressure variations yields
3

N Z
X
b=1

1X
Na m Bb ub dΩ +
λ b=1
Ω
T

Z

Na Nb pb dΩ = 0,

(15)

Ω

and performing row-sum in the pressure term leads to
N Z
X
b=1


 Z

1
Na m Bb dΩ ub +
Na dΩ pa = 0.
λ Ω
Ω
T

(16)

From Eq. (16), we obtain the nodal pressure as
pa = −λ

N 
X
b=1

R

Ω

Na mT Bb dΩ
R
N dΩ
Ω a



ub ,

(17)

which we refer to as volume-averaged nodal pressure. For the purpose of computation of integrals in Eq. (17), Ω is the union of all the elements attached
to node a, i.e., Ω = ∪Ωea .
Even though our approach shares common features with the method proposed by Krysl and Zhu [48], there exist notable differences. We use averages of strain matrices from the elements attached to a particular node to
satisfy the near-incompressibility constraint in the weak form (10), whereas
in Ref. [48] the averages are used to obtain a strain field that satisfies a
13

a

Fig. 2: Mesh to compute volume-averaged nodal pressure around a representative node a. Filled black circles represent displacement nodes and open
circles are for pressure nodes.
kinematic constraint in a displacement-based weak form within a nodal integration scheme. A reference mesh for our proposed method is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
Now, substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (7e), the following discretized material constitutive relation is obtained:
3
N
X
X
σ = −m
Na pa + C̄
Ba ua ,
a=1

a=1





(18a)

where
2µ 0 0


C̄ =  0 2µ 0

0 0 µ






(18b)

and pa is given by Eq. (17). Finally, on substituting Eqs. (12) and (18a) into
the weak form (10), and appealing to the arbitrariness of nodal variations,
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the following discrete system of equations is obtained:
Kd = f ,

(19a)

where d is the vector of nodal coefficients and
)
( 3
Z
Z
X
Nc Qcb dΩ,
Kab =
BT
BT
a C̄Bb dΩ −
am
Ω

fa =

Z

Ω

(19b)

c=1

φa t̄ dΓ,

(19c)

Γt

with
Qcb = −λ

R

Ω

Nc mT Bb dΩ
R
N dΩ
Ω c



.

(19d)

Note that owing to Eq. (17) in conjunction with Eq. (18), Eq. (19) depends
only on the displacement field. The pressure field p can be obtained a posteriori from the displacement field through Eq. (17).
4. Modified Gauss integration
As in finite element methods, numerical integration is used in meshfree
methods to evaluate the weak form integrals that appear in Eq. (19). Typically, the support of meshfree basis functions is greater than the support of
finite element basis functions, which lends flexibility to meshfree methods and
often leads to improved accuracy. However, this has its consequences: with
polynomial finite element basis functions whose support includes the union
of triangles in a two-dimensional Delaunay tessellation, appropriate Gauss
quadrature rules can be selected to ensure accurate and optimally convergent finite element solutions. In meshfree methods, these properties are lost,
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and hence use of standard Gauss quadrature to evaluate Eq. (19) leads to
errors in numerical integration. To overcome this deficiency in existing meshfree methods, we devise a numerical integration scheme that alleviates the
aforementioned errors.
4.1. Modified strain
We present a suitable modification to the standard Gauss quadrature to
alleviate integration errors in meshfree methods and ensure patch test satisfaction to within machine precision. We propose the following modification
to the weak form (10):
Z
Z
δ ε̂ij σij dΩ −
δui t̄i dΓ = 0 ∀δui ∈ H10 (Ω),
Ω
Γt
Z

p
dΩ = 0 ∀δp ∈ H0 (Ω).
δp ε̂kk +
λ
Ω

(20a)
(20b)

where ε̂ bears resemblance to an assumed strain [49], which we refer in this
paper as the modified strain. The modified strain ε̂ introduces a correction
in the evaluation of the stiffness matrix that alleviates integration errors in
meshfree methods.
Let us consider the following modified strain in a certain background
finite element cell:
ε̂ = ε − ε̄ + ¯ε̄,

(21)

where ε is the standard small strain tensor, ε̄ is the volume average strain
tensor over the background cell, and ¯ε̄ corresponds to ε̄ written as a surface
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integral by means of Green’s theorem. The corresponding equations are
1
[u ⊗ ∇ + ∇ ⊗ u] ,
2 Z
1
ε dΩ,
ε̄ = e
V Ωe
Z
1
1
¯ε̄ =
[u ⊗ n + n ⊗ u] dΓ.
V e Γe 2
ε=

(22a)
(22b)
(22c)

In the numerical examples that are presented in this paper, we refer to the
integral in Eq. (22b) as the volume integral and the integral in Eq. (22c) as
the surface integral. When linearly complete three-node or four-node finite
elements are used, Eqs. (22b) and (22c) yield the same result with ε̄ = ¯ε̄,
and the small strain tensor is recovered. However, in the case of meshfree
basis functions, this is in general not true. Indeed, if the support of the basis functions do not coincide with the background cell, Eqs. (22b) and (22c)
yield different results. It is pertinent to mention here that the strain in the
form of Eqs. (22b) and (22c) has been previously used in nodal integration
schemes [20, 21, 22], which in part has motivated the definition of the modified strain via Eq. (21).
On using n-point Gauss quadrature in the numerical integration of the
weak form (20), the evaluation of ε̂ will be required at each of these Gauss
points xk , namely
ε̂(xk ) = ε(xk ) − ε̄(xk ) + ¯ε̄(xk ).

(23)

Since ε̄ and ¯ε̄ are integral expressions over the background cell where numerical integration is carried out, it follows that for each xk of the n-point
evaluations, these integrals must also be computed using numerical integra-
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tion.3 In this approach, the integration order is preserved and the integration
error is minimized when the same Gauss quadrature rule is used to integrate
ε as well as ε̄. When the strain is a constant, which occurs in the patch test,
machine precision accuracy is realized; see the proof in Appendix A.
4.2. Three-node triangle
Consider a three-node triangular background cell where the strain is computed as per Eq. (21). The approximation for the displacement field is:
P
uh (x) = N
a=1 φa (x)ua , and the discretized strains are:
h

ε (x) =

N
X

Ba (x)ua ,

(24a)

a=1

)
( n
N
N
X
X
X
1
Ba (xp )Ae wp ua ≡
B̄a ua ,
ε̄h (x) = e
A a=1 p=1
a=1
#)
" m
(
3
N
N
X
X 1 X X
¯
¯ u ,
¯ε̄h (x) =
N̄a (ξr )|J(ξr )|wr
ua ≡
B̄
a a
e
A
a=1
a=1
L=1 r=1
and in two dimensions

φ
0
 a,x

Ba (x) =  0 φa,y

φa,y φa,x





,





¯ =
N̄

a


φa nx
0
φa ny

0





φa ny  .

φa nx

(24b)

(24c)

(24d)

In Eq. (24d), nx and ny are the x and y-component of the unit outward
normal to the cell’s edge, respectively. Furthermore, n-point and m-point
Gauss quadrature rules have been used for numerical integration of the volume integral and surface integral, respectively; and Ae is the element area
3

Note that ε̄ and ¯ε̄ are constants within each background cell, and hence are pre-

computed.
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(uniform thickness is assumed). Discretized strains are then used to write
the discretized modified strain tensor as follows:
h

ε̂ (x) =

N
X

B̂a (x)ua ,

(25a)

B̂a (x) = Ba (x) − Ga ,

(25b)

)
( m
3
1 X X¯
N̄a (ξr )|J(ξr )|wr .
Ga =
Ba (xp )wp − e
A
r=1
p=1
L=1

(25c)

a=1

with

and
n
X

4.3. Numerical integration of the stiffness matrix and the external force vector
In Eq. (19), matrix Kab now appears corrected in terms of the modified
strain matrix B̂a , and is numerically integrated using n-point Gauss quadrature rule. Recall that the same Gauss quadrature rule is used in Eq. (22b).
In particular, for a three-node triangular background cell, the numerical integration of the stiffness matrix disregarding the pressure part is computed
as follows:
Kab =

n
X

e
B̂T
a (xk )C̄B̂b (xk )A twk ,

(26)

k=1

where Ae is the area of the three-node triangle and t its thickness. In Eq. (26),
indices a and b range over the nodes covered by the intersection of the support
of the basis functions contained in B̂a and B̂b . Numerical integration of the
external force vector is done as usual with an n-point Gauss quadrature rule.
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4.4. On the selection of the appropriate Gauss quadrature rule
The weak form integrals appearing in Eq. (20) need to be computed with
sufficient accuracy to preclude underintegration or a rank-deficient stiffness
matrix. Due to the interior displacement node that is added inside the triangle for stability, at least three Gauss points are needed to compute the
volume integrals, which is confirmed by the numerical experiments presented
in Section 5. Using a 1-point quadrature rule will lead to a rank-deficient
stiffness matrix. On the other hand, the computation of the surface integral
is not a significant issue since it does not involve basis function derivatives;
we use a 2-point quadrature rule on each edge. The above mentioned quadrature rules suffice to pass the patch test to machine precision and to ensure
optimal rates of convergence in the energy norm for the proposed meshfree
method.
5. Numerical examples
We study the accuracy and performance of the maximum-entropy meshfree (MEM) method by means of four two-dimensional benchmark problems: displacement patch test, cantilever beam subjected to a parabolic end
load, Cook’s membrane problem, and a rigid flat punch under frictionless
indentation. In all the problems other than the patch test we compare the
maximum-entropy solution to a finite element solution (MINI element). In
the numerical examples, we use the acronyms STD to refer to standard Gaussian integration and MOD for modified Gaussian integration (see Section 4).
Unless stated otherwise, we use MOD with 3-point Gauss quadrature for the
volume integral and 2-point Gauss quadrature for the surface integral in the
20

MEM computations. It is reminded that the implementation uses only three
stress points per triangle; the surface Gauss points only sample displacement
and are used to modify the strain at these stress points.
5.1. Displacement patch test
Consider the boundary-value problem for a two-dimensional elastic plate
under essential boundary conditions:
∇ · σ = 0 in Ω = (0, 1)2 ,
ux (x) = x on Γ, uy (x) = x + y on Γ.
Plane strain conditions are assumed with the following material parameters: E = 3 × 107 and ν = {0.3; 0.499}. The meshes used in the study are
shown in Fig. 3: a uniform mesh of four-node quadrilateral elements (Q4)
for ν = 0.3, and a non-uniform mesh of three-node triangular elements (T3)
for ν = {0.3; 0.499}. Both meshes are tested using STD and MOD schemes.
Maximum-entropy basis functions are used with a support-width parameter
γ = 2.0 for the Gaussian prior, and γ = 1.5 for the quartic prior. Numerical
results for the relative error in the L2 -norm are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Different Gauss quadrature rules for the volume integrals are tested (quadrature rule for quadrilateral elements is indicated within braces). Numerical
results confirm that patch test satisfaction is met to within machine precision
for both compressible and near-incompressible material behavior only when
MOD is employed. In this study, max-ent approximants are used, but the
generality of the integration approach renders it applicable to other meshfree
approximants as well as polygonal finite element interpolants [62].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Meshes used for the displacement patch test. (a) Uniform mesh
of four-node quadrilaterals (Q4); and (b) Non-uniform mesh of three-node
triangles (T3). For the near-incompressible case, nodal degrees of freedom
are as shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Relative error in the L2 -norm for the patch test (ν = 0.3)
Prior

Gaussian

Quadrature

T3 (STD)

T3 (MOD)

Q4 (STD)

Q4 (MOD)

3 (3 × 3)

1.7 × 10−3 3.2 × 10−16 6.4 × 10−6

1.2 × 10−15

6 (6 × 6)

5.6 × 10−4 3.1 × 10−16 1.9 × 10−8

2.8 × 10−15

12 (12 × 12) 2.9 × 10−4 3.4 × 10−16 6.6 × 10−12 2.5 × 10−15

Quartic

3 (3 × 3)

2.6 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−16 1.3 × 10−4

3.2 × 10−16

6 (6 × 6)

3.0 × 10−3 4.4 × 10−16 5.6 × 10−7

9.3 × 10−16

12 (12 × 12) 7.8 × 10−4 3.6 × 10−16 1.3 × 10−8

7.9 × 10−16
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Table 2: Relative error in the L2 -norm for the patch test (ν = 0.499)
Prior

Gaussian

Quartic

Quadrature

T3 (STD)

T3 (MOD)

3

5.4 × 10−1

8.2 × 10−14

6

4.8 × 10−1

8.8 × 10−14

12

4.5 × 10−1

8.6 × 10−14

3

5.2 × 10−1

2.6 × 10−13

6

3.9 × 10−1

2.6 × 10−13

12

5.1 × 10−1

6.2 × 10−13

5.2. Cantilever beam
We consider the cantilever beam of thickness t with a a parabolic end
load P (Fig. 4(a)). The displacement solution for compressible (ν = 0.3) and
near-incompressible (ν = 0.499999) material behavior with E = 107 in plane
strain condition is sought. Essential boundary conditions on the clamped
edge are applied according to the analytical solution given by Timoshenko
and Goodier [63]:


 Py
3 2
Py
2
2
2
y − D ,
3x − 6Lx + ν̄y −
ux =
6Iµ
4
6ĒI

P
3ν̄ (L − x) y 2 + 3Lx2 − x3 ,
uy =
6ĒI

where µ is the material shear modulus (Lamé parameter) and

 E
for plane stress
Ē =
,
 E/ (1 − ν 2 ) for plane strain

 ν
for plane stress
ν̄ =
.
 ν/ (1 − ν) for plane strain
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(28a)
(28b)

(29a)

(29b)

In the numerical computations the following parameters are used: L = 16,
D = 4, t = 1 and P = −1. Two background meshes for the upper half of the
beam are studied: a regular mesh of three-node triangles (Fig. 4(b)) and an
irregular mesh of three-node triangles (Fig. 4(c)). Maximum-entropy basis
functions are used with a support-width parameter γ = 2.0 for the Gaussian
prior. The numerical solution of the maximum-entropy meshfree method
with MOD is compared to the finite element solution (MINI element [64]) for
the standard displacement/pressure mixed formulation. Results for the normalized tip deflection are shown in Table 3 for both meshes. The numerical
and exact solution for the nodal hydrostatic pressure along the fibers of the
beam (regular mesh only) are depicted in Fig. 5(a) for the MINI element and
in Fig. 5(b) for the maximum-entropy meshfree method. For the pressure
field, the MINI element has some oscillations about the analytical solution,
whereas the maximum-entropy solution is devoid of oscillations and is in very
good agreement with the analytical solution. The convergence study of the
normalized tip deflection for the regular mesh is shown in Fig. 6 for the MINI
element and the MEM method. The numerical results indicate that compared to the finite element solution, the MEM solution has better accuracy
and converges faster towards the exact tip-deflection.
To assess the influence of numerical integration, a study of the MEM
method with STD and MOD schemes is conducted. The numerical results
for ν = 0.3 and ν = 0.499999 are presented in Fig. 7. For ν = 0.3, the standard displacement-based max-ent formulation is used with nodes located only
at the vertices of the triangles. From the convergence curves in Fig. 7(a),
we observe that the rate of convergence of STD (with 3-, 6-, and 12-point
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D

A P

x

L
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4: Cantilever beam problem. (a) Model geometry and boundary conditions; (b) Regular mesh of three-node triangles; and (c) Irregular mesh of
three-node triangles. Unless otherwise stated in the text, nodal degrees of
freedom are as shown in Fig. 2 for both compressible and near-incompressible
elasticity.
quadrature) and MOD techniques are in agreement with theory—the energy
norm of the error is of O(h). For ν = 0.499999, the nodal-averaged pressure
formulation is adopted, and an additional displacement-node is inserted in
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Table 3: Normalized tip deflection for the cantilever beam (plane strain).
uNUM
/uEXACT
at point A
2
2
Regular mesh

Irregular mesh

Method

ν = 0.3

ν = 0.499999

ν = 0.3

ν = 0.499999

MINI

0.963

0.969

0.955

0.962

MEM

1.001

0.999

1.001

1.000

the middle of every triangle. It is evident from the curves in Fig. 7(b) that
a 3-point Gauss quadrature is insufficient (under-integration leads to lack of
convergence), and only with higher-order Gauss quadrature is the convergence rate closer to optimal. This is not surprising, since 3-point and 6-point
quadrature rules in a triangle are exact for second-order and fourth-order
bivariate polynomials, respectively, but the max-ent basis function for the
interior node bears similarity to a cubic bubble function, which renders the
integrand of the stiffness matrix to be like a fourth-order bivariate polynomial. Hence, the improved accuracy with 6-point quadrature is realized, with
12-point quadrature being able to deliver about the same accuracy as the
modified integration scheme. The numerical results demonstrate the performance of STD and MOD schemes, and establishes that the MOD technique
can deliver accurate and optimal convergence in MEM computations.
Lastly, the accuracy and rate of convergence of the MINI element and
the maximum-entropy meshfree method for two support-width parameters γ
are compared in Fig. 8. For the Gaussian prior, γ = 2.0 represents a larger
support and γ = 4.0 a smaller support. From Fig. 8, we observe that the
max-ent and finite element solutions are accurate and have the optimal rate
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Fig. 5: Cantilever beam problem. (a) Nodal pressure for the MINI element;
and (b) Nodal pressure for the maximum-entropy meshfree method.
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Normalized tip deflection

1.1
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MINI, ν = 0.3
MEM, ν = 0.3
MINI, ν = 0.499999
MEM,ν = 0.499999
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Fig. 6: Convergence of the normalized tip deflection for the cantilever beam
problem. 4n × n (n is the number of divisions along the y-direction) mesh
pattern is used on the upper half of the beam.
of convergence in the energy norm for both support sizes.
5.3. Cook’s membrane
The model geometry and boundary conditions for the Cook’s membrane
problem is shown in Fig. 9(a). This standard benchmark problem is suitable
to test the behavior of the near-incompressible formulation under combined
bending and shear (see for instance, Refs. [4, 65, 66]). The left edge is
clamped and the right end is subjected to a shear load F = 6.25 per unit
length (total shear load of 100). The following material parameters are considered: E = 250 and ν = 0.4999. A regular mesh of three-node triangles is
used with a mesh pattern of n × n divisions per side. A reference mesh for
n = 6 is shown in Fig. 9(b). Maximum-entropy basis functions are used with
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Fig. 7: Rate of convergence in energy norm for the cantilever beam problem
using standard and modified Gauss integration techniques. (a) ν = 0.3; and
(b) ν = 0.499999. 4n × n (n is the number of divisions along the y-direction)
mesh pattern is used on the upper half of the beam.
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Fig. 8: Rate of convergence in energy norm for the cantilever beam problem.
(a) γ = 2.0; and (b) γ = 4.0. 4n × n (n is the number of divisions along the
y-direction) mesh pattern is used on the upper half of the beam.
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a support-width parameter γ = 2.0 for the Gaussian prior. The numerical
solution of the maximum-entropy meshfree method with MOD is compared
to the finite element solution (MINI element [64]) for the standard displacement/pressure mixed formulation. The convergence study of the vertical tip
displacement at point A upon mesh refinement is shown in Fig. 9(c) for both
the MINI element and the maximum-entropy meshfree method. Numerical
results indicate that the max-ent solution has a faster convergence in the vertical tip displacement vis-à-vis the MINI element solution. We also observe
that the MINI element produces oscillations in the hydrostatic pressure field,
whereas the maximum-entropy pressure field is smooth.
5.4. Rigid flat punch
As the last numerical example, we study the deformation of a square
block of dimensions 1 × 1 with unit thickness under plane strain state in
response to a frictionless indentation. A similar benchmark problem has
been considered in Refs. [65, 66, 67]. The bottom, left, and right edges are
fully clamped, which imposes a severe constraint on allowable deformation
states when ν → 0.5. A downward displacement of 0.03 is applied over
the center portion of the top edge covering 1/3 of the edge’s length (see
Fig. 10). In the numerical computations the following parameters are specified: E = 107 , ν = 0.499999. Maximum-entropy basis functions are used
with a support-width parameter γ = 1.5 for the quartic prior. In Figs. 11(a)
and 11(b), the numerical hydrostatic pressure field parameter is shown for
the maximum-entropy meshfree method within the standard displacementbased formulation (no interior displacement node in the triangle) and for two
different Gauss quadratures. As expected, severe volumetric locking occurs.
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Fig. 9: Cook’s membrane problem. (a) Model geometry and boundary conditions; (b) Sample mesh; and (c) Vertical tip displacement. Nodal degrees
of freedom are as shown in Fig. 2.
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1

0.03

1

Fig. 10: Geometry and boundary conditions for the rigid flat punch problem.
Unless otherwise stated in the text, nodal degrees of freedom are as shown
in Fig. 2.
The corresponding maximum-entropy solution for the volume-averaged nodal
pressure formulation is presented in Fig. 11(c), and we observe that the solution is free of volumetric locking and spurious checkerboarding modes. For
comparison, the non-locking MINI element solution is presented in Fig. 11(d),
which behaves less smooth than MEM solution.
In order to investigate the performance of the MEM solution on unstructured meshes, a test is conducted for the MEM method and the MINI element
on the mesh depicted in Fig. 12a. Results for the pressure field solution are
illustrated in Fig. 12b for the MEM method and in Fig. 12c for the MINI
element solution. We observe that the MEM method provides a smooth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11: Rigid flat punch problem. (a), (b) MEM method with displacementbased linear elasticity and standard 3-point and 12-point Gauss quadrature
rules, respectively; and (c) MEM method with volume-averaged nodal pressure approach and modified integration technique; and (d) MINI element
solution.
pressure field, whereas the MINI element solution is non-converged.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, a meshfree method for compressible and near-incompressible
elasticity based on maximum-entropy approximants was presented. The
adoption of maximum-entropy basis functions provides flexibility and eases
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12: Rigid flat punch problem. (a) Unstructured background mesh, (b)
and (c) pressure field solution for the MEM method and MINI element, respectively.
the implementation since it permits the direct imposition of essential boundary conditions.
A modified Gaussian integration scheme was devised, which alleviated numerical integration errors in meshfree methods and satisfied the patch test to
within machine precision. The procedure only required three stress points per
triangle and was simple and robust. The new numerical integration scheme
was employed in a meshfree formulation for near-incompressible material
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behavior. A standard displacement/pressure mixed formulation was used
to compute volume-averaged nodal pressures a posteriori from the displacement field of surrounding nodes. Various benchmark problems in two dimensions, which included displacement patch test, near-incompressible analysis
of a cantilever beam, Cook’s membrane (combined bending and shear) and
rigid flat punch under frictionless indentation were presented to demonstrate
the performance of the maximum-entropy meshfree method for compressible
and near-incompressible elasticity. The numerical results revealed that the
maximum-entropy solution was devoid of volumetric locking and converged
optimally in the energy norm. The accurate numerical results in two dimensional linear elasticity point to the potential of the maximum-entropy
meshfree formulation in nonlinear and three-dimensional computations.
Appendix A
We prove that the modified Gauss quadrature scheme presented in Section 4 exactly satisfies the patch test on a background mesh of three-node
triangles. To wit, it suffices to show that the nodal forces at all interior nodes
(whose basis function support vanish on the boundary) are identically equal
to zero for a uniform stress field σ = σ c , i.e.,
XZ
c
fa =
B̂T
a σ dΩ = 0
e

(A.1)

Ωe

is to be established, where the assembly is over all elements e that have a

non-zero intersection with the support of φa .
Proof. From Eqs. (24) and (25), we can write the matrix B̂a as
n
X
¯
¯ ,
B̂a (x) = Ba (x) − B̄a + B̄a = Ba (x) −
Ba (xp )wp + B̄
a
p=1
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and hence fa can be expressed as
#
"
n
XZ
X
¯ T σ c dΩ.
fa =
BTa (x) −
BTa (xp )wp + B̄
a
Ωe

e

p=1

On performing numerical integration using n-point Gauss quadrature within
the element, we obtain
"
n
XX
fa =
BTa (xq )wq −
e

q=1

which simplifies to
fa =

n
X

#

¯ T w Ae σ c ,
BTa (xp )wp wq + B̄
a q

p=1

n
XX
e

!

¯ T Ae w σ c ,
B̄
q
a

q=1

P
since the first two terms cancel because nq=1 wq = 1 (Gauss weights sum to
¯ from Eq. (25), we have
unity). Recalling the expression for B̄
a
)
(
n X
m
3
XX
X
¯ T (ξ )|J(ξ )|w w σ c .
f =
N̄
a

a

e

q=1 L=1

r

r

r

q

r=1

¯ given
Now, closer inspection of the above equation and the expression for N̄
a
in Eq. (24d) reveals that contribution along an interior edge L will arise

from two adjacent triangles with common edge L. However, since the normal
vector on the edge will assume equal magnitude but opposite signs for the
two cases, the two contributions cancel each other. Proceeding likewise, the
net contribution to fa from all interior edges vanishes, and hence Eq. (A.1)
is satisfied.
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